Abstract-The increasing prevalence of positioning and tracking systems has helped simplify tracking large amounts of, e.g., people moving through buildings or cars traveling on roads, over long periods of time. However, technical limitations of positioning algorithms and traditional sensing infrastructures are likely, especially indoors, to induce errors and biases in the resulting data. In particular, the resulting motion trajectories often do not conform perfectly to the underlying route network. As a consequence, analyses of trajectory sets are impeded by these phenomena, as it becomes hard to identify which route was taken in a particular travel instance or whether two travel instances followed the same route. In this paper, we present a bootstrapping approach and several algorithms to mitigate error biases and related phenomena, focusing on indoor scenarios. In particular, we are able to estimate and iteratively refine an underlying route network from a set of motion trajectories. Secondly, we represent subtrajectories, i.e., movements on individual elements of the route network, by their median subtrajectory. The resulting aggregated and cleaned-up data set facilitates using further, domain-specific analysis tools. Additionally, it allows to predict the locally occurring expected positioning error biases. This in turn allows improved positioning, e.g., for real-time navigation assistance scenarios. We evaluate the proposed methods using trajectory data from employees at a large hospital complex. In particular, we show that we can reconstruct the hospital's route network accurately, and that we can furthermore extract median subtrajectories for almost all individual corridors. Finally, we illustrate that median trajectories deliver useful deviation maps to learn, and correct for, the expected local biases in positioning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in positioning technologies have made it easy to automatically and continually track entities moving, e.g., throughout large building complexes or on road networks over long periods of time. Exploiting already existing infrastructures, such as Wi-Fi and GSM networks or the global positioning systems allows for easily-deployable, low-maintenance positioning both in indoor and outdoor scenarios. The positioning data obtained by these systems, however, suffers from various kinds of noise and inaccuracies that may hamper further analyses of the collected position traces if not accounted for. On top of this, position estimates can be influenced by building layout, movement of people and equipment, as well as changes in Wi-Fi infrastructure and variances in Wi-Fi emission signal strength, e.g., for the sake of load balancing, causing outliers in position estimates with rather large errors [16] . There exist dedicated hardware/software solutions, e.g., Ekahau
TM active RFID tags, that considerably improve the position estimates. Requiring users to install software and/or use dedicated hardware, however, is infeasible in many applications, both for ease-of-maintenance and for privacy reasons. Examples include the anonymized analysis of motion patterns in a hospital (which is our motivating example, see also Section IV for a discussion of the positioning methods employed there) or the retrospective assessment of the layout of booths in a fair and the analysis of the induced motion patterns of visitors and resulting hotspots in the layout.
In this paper, we present methods for analysis of trajectory data and for preparing trajectory data for further analyses. These methods focus on inferring information about the location system's performance and bias, and potentially also about the surroundings in which the users move. To handle the most general case, we assume that the underlying route network is unknown (RNU scenario). Such scenarios include fairs or other public events where the route network is induced by temporary booths or exhibits. For many building complexes, appropriate digital route network models are neither given nor easily obtainable [22] , [16] as well, so that also here the proposed means for route network construction serves to obtain the route network or to facilitate or sanity-check the construction by other means. Our approach is further motivated by outdoor cases, where the analysis goals include to infer an implicit route network, e.g., when analyzing preferred motion patterns in open outdoor areas. In an RNU scenario, our algorithm supports all of the three deliverables detailed below: 1) Route network reconstruction, 2) Deviation maps, and 3) Trajectory cleaning.
1) Route network reconstruction:
As a first step for handling an RNU scenario, our algorithm computes an approximation of the underlying route network from the input trajectories; the initial process is illustrated in Figure 1 (middle and right) and an example result, for the hospital chosen as evaluation environment, is shown in Figure 7 . This allows to provide the deliverables detailed further below even for cases where the underlying route network is not known a priori. In these cases, the reconstructed route network may be of independent interest, because manually building such a network may be prohibitively time-consuming [1] , [16] . Even when the route network is known, a network reconstructed from collected trajectories contains additional information, as it may reflect the route segments actually used better than the model known a priori. Furthermore, such a network is better suited to detect implicit route segments, e.g., in large open spaces.
2) Deviation maps:
The accuracy of indoor positioning systems is influenced locally by static elements, e.g., the architecture of a building. Hence, positioning in or around buildings often has static local biases, distorting the positioning estimate in a specific direction. By aggregating all subtrajectories that correspond to a particular segment of the (approximate or known) route network into an average [18] or median trajectory [6] we compute a representative of the estimated movement pattern along this segment; see the blue trajectory in Figure 1 (left). Using a route network (given or reconstructed) and these representative trajectories, we can determine the static biases in the positioning system at specific locations and along paths typically used; see the red areas in Figure 1 (left). Comparing the representative trajectory 1 to the ground-truth or approximate location of route segments, we can estimate the expected location deviation, or bias. The resulting deviation map can be used to correct for this bias when estimating locations or to prioritize improvements on the positioning system.
3) Trajectory cleaning:
Trajectories from inaccurate positioning systems may contain position outliers, i.e., position estimates that are extraordinarily far from the actual locations; see the bottom part of Figure 1 (left). Snapping each individual trajectory to the representatives of the trajectory's segments, one obtains an outlier-free trajectory, which represents the route actually taken. The snapping eases further analyses, because trajectories following the same segments of the route network will have an identical geometry. This greatly facilitates, e.g., pattern discovery [13] or the comparison of routes. Another cleaning option would be to consider the average or median trajectory as a reference and to declare a position estimate as an outlier if its distance to the reference under a geometric similarity measure such as the Hausdorff or Fréchet distance [7] , [18] is above a given threshold.
In addition to these main deliverables, the output of our algorithm provides additional deliverables to at least two other relevant types of analyses.
Outlier movement detection:
The representative trajectories computed for each segment of the route network may be used to detect outliers in movement patterns. By comparing collected position traces to the representative trajectory, we can determine if a particular movement is at least roughly in accordance with what has been seen before. This can be used, e.g., to detect that an obstacle has emerged in a building or road network, causing traversals to follow alternative paths.
Self-healing analysis: Deviation maps and representative trajectories can be used to improve the accuracy of snapping (parts of) trajectories to the route network. In this way, trajectory cleaning will improve over time as further trajectories are collected, as will the outlier movement detection. 1 Because user orientation may block signals differently depending on the travel direction [3] , we may need one reference trajectory per direction. For outdoor scenarios, various work has been published on route network reconstruction, mostly of car road networks [11] , [5] , [19] . Furthermore, also map matching strategies have been proposed for when route network and/or positioning information are given but are flawed in terms of accuracy and thus cannot be fully relied on [23] , [20] . For reconstruction of indoor location models, such as route network models or floor plans, various approaches have been proposed. Many of these are formulated as solution to the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem or borrow from such solutions. SLAM, originating in robotics, has often been formulated as the ultimate goal of truly autonomous robotic movement [10] . Recently, SLAM-like approaches have been proposed for floor plan reconstruction through observations by devices carried by humans. SmartSLAM [2] is based solely on various smartphone sensors. Du et al. [9] build depth camera models, Jiang et al. [15] Most of the above approaches either require specific procedures to follow, specialized software/hardware installations, or active data sharing by the user. Such approaches are often infeasible in use cases like, e.g., tracking visitors in buildings or outdoor areas to better understand motion patterns. The remaining cited approaches do not detail how Wi-Fi signal measurements are obtained or by which devices and software installations these are processed. Somewhat in contrast, our approach investigates route network construction based on a minimally invasive, minimal-setup data collection, based solely on the natural movements of the investigated environments' users, and on locating these users solely by radio signals that their consumer devices emit without the explicit need to install dedicated on-device software [17] . We show furthermore, that despite our method's low requirements, they achieve a accuracy in, e.g., detection of route network intersections (and their location) which is comparable to results published for state of the art methods [11] evaluated in outdoor scenarios.
III. METHODS
We produce the deliverables of our methods through three main modules that are connected in a pipeline to process and analyze the input trajectory data, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
A. Route network reconstruction
The route network reconstruction module analyzes the noisy trajectories in order to reconstruct the underlying route network which constrains the actual movements associated with the collected trajectories. Specifically, the module finds intersection points and major segments of the network.
1) Rasterizing the trajectories:
The area covered by the trajectories is subdivided into grid cells of size σ. In each cell the space of orientations is subdivided into b bins, each representing an angle interval of π b . Each grid cell holds b counters, initially set to zero, that indicate how many trajectory segments cross this cell oriented along the b main directions, respectively. For each cell the majority angle is determined, i.e., the bin with the highest count among the cell's bins. Then, bins with insignificant counts are removed, as they likely stem from noise or outliers in the position estimates. Bins are deemed insignificant if their count is lower than the average count across the bins for the same angle in the neighboring grid cells. Figure 1 illustrates the majority axis-angle, using b = 8, before (middle) and after (right) removal of insignificant bins. For de-noising, recorded rapid position jumps within trajectories are removed beforehand-by filtering trajectory segments against an upper speed threshold T d .
2) Identifying major travel directions:
Next, the algorithm identifies maximal connected components of cells that are traversed in the same direction. To this end, on top of the grid a graph is constructed, where each grid cell is represented by a node, and where an edge is created for every two cells which are adjacent and have the same majority angle. Then the maximal connected components are computed, resembling maximal route segments with the same major direction. Each such component is the represented by a line segment. Following, the algorithm resets in each component the counters of the bins that resemble the majority angles to zero. This corresponds to removing the segments added to the route network from the raw-data grid. The algorithm then repeats the above procedure until no further non-trivial connected components can be found. The result of this process is a collection of line segments corresponding to (possibly intersecting) connected components. To ensure that the extracted network segments will intersect even if these are slightly shorter than the corresponding route segments in the underlying route network, we extend the former by up to e meters in each direction iff this leads to a intersection of extracted segments. Finally, a line-segment intersection algorithm [4] computes all intersections and, hence, the topology of the route network.
We determined empirically suitable parameters, specific to the hospital environment, i.e., we choose σ = 3m, which corresponds to the average corridor width, T d = 25m/s as an upper bound on the realistically occuring speeds in the hospital, and e = 10m, where good results were generally obtained for e ≥ 2σ = 6m. 
B. Trajectory segmentation
The purpose of the trajectory segmentation module, which is described in greater detail in the full version of this paper, is to match the trajectories to a route network. For this, the matching algorithm iteratively processes the input trajectories and subdivides each trajectory into a collection of subtrajectories that connect intersection points in the route graph. Each such subtrajectory is then considered individually and is aligned with the respective edges (corridors) in the route network. During this process, noise and erroneous data points are eliminated. To identify (coarse) subtrajectories, the algorithm traverses each given trajectory from its start point and tries to identify the intersection points p of the route network close to, and thus relevant for, this actual trajectory, i.e., within a radius of r meters (we used r = 12m) of a trajectory data point x. To properly handle, i.e., ignore, isolated outliers that lie close to an intersection point (see Figure 4) , we also require the majority of the κ data points preceding and succeeding x to have one of the corridors adjacent to p as their geometrically closest feature of the route network (we used κ = 5). Identifying all relevant intersection points along the trajectory, allows for subdividing it parts delimited by data points matched to two consecutive relevant intersection points.
The algorithm may identify additional corridors, e.g., if these were filtered out initially in the reconstruction phase due only few trajectories passing along them, These corridors can be added to the route network and used for matching trajectories subsequently.
Next, in a refinement step, we aim to align the subtrajectories, produced as detailed above, to corridors in the network. Ideally, the two intersection points inducing a subtrajectory are endpoints of the same corridor, e.g., p and q in Figure 3 (left) . Alternatively, the trajectory though may miss intermediate intersection points (Figure 3, right) or there may exist a yet undetected corridor between p and q. To resolve both cases, first each data point is labeled with the closest feature (intersection point or corridor) of the route network. Outliers are then removed from this sequence in order to obtain a denoised sequence of route network elements actually traversed. Handling of outliers depends on whether they follow one corridor or jump between corridors, see Figure 4 . Afterwards, the de-noised sequence for each subtrajectory processed is further simplified-by removing loops, which loop in short order between an intersection point and adjacent corridor segments, as shown in Figure 4 (right).
Ideally, the resulting subtrajectories are assigned labels of only two intersection points and the corridor between them. For more complex label sequences, a set of candidate corridors is extracted from the route network: For each data point of the subtrajectory, the closest corridor, irrespective of the distance,is computed and a subgraph of the route network that consists of these corridors and their endpoints is constructed. If in this graph no path from start to end point of the subtrajectory exists, the algorithm creates paths so that these augment the network with tentative corridor segments in only a minimal manner, as detailed in the full version of the paper.
Afterwards, if several candidate paths exist, we choose the one with the lowest assessment score, calculated as the area between the path and the subtrajectory, see Figure 5 , times
where ω is the number of data points assigned to tentatively created corridors, and ∇ is the number of corridors for which there exists no witness data point, i.e. no data point having them as its closest corridor.
If the chosen path contains a corridor constructed as a tentative corridor while processing the current subtrajectory it is added to the full route network. We then simultaneously traverse the path and the subtrajectory and create maximal subsequences of data points assigned to the same corridor. Between these subsequences, we create splitting points corresponding to the intersection points between two consecutive corridors. Each element in the resulting final subdivision of the current subtrajectory corresponds to exactly one corridor. In case though that two consecutive elements are assigned to non-adjacent corridors, we mark these as an overly noisy part of the trajectory-and exclude it from further consideration when computing representative trajectories.
C. Computation of representative trajectories
The above phase produces an updated route network, but also assigns subtrajectories to a corridor in the network. For each corridor element we now aggregate the subtrajectories assigned to it into a single subtrajectory representing the movement in this corridor. This aggregation not only aids the visual perception of the resulting network but also facilitates various analyses, e.g., the computation of deviation maps.
To obtain representatives for movements assigned to a corridor an obvious candidate is their average trajectory [18] . This approach is computationally efficient and works well in scenarios with a regular layout. It is less suited when curved trajectories, or, more precisely, trajectories not following one major directions, are involved. In such situations, computing a median trajectory [6] is advantageous: This approach constructs the arrangement, i.e., the embedded graph, induced by the set of segments of all subtrajectories in question. It then assembles the median trajectory via traversing this graph, moving along all segments for which the same number of other segments lie on either side. Computing a median trajectory is computationally more involved but has two advantages. The first advantage is that, because local decisions are made, handling of curved (parts of) trajectories is improved. Secondly, it is more applicable for outlier movement detection, as described in the introduction: If an obstacle emerges on a path and roughly half of the trajectories pass on either side of this obstacle, the computed average trajectory will will pass right through that obstacle. In contrast, the median trajectory, consisting of segments of input trajectories, will pass on one of the sides of the obstacle. Generally speaking, this form of aggregation aims to ensure that the resulting movement representative is actually traversable within the route network.
IV. EVALUATION
Our evaluation of the proposed methods is based on a indoor trajectory dataset collected at a large hospital. The trajectories have been collected by employees at the hospital while performing their daily routines. The employees were given ten smart phones which were carried throughout their work shifts for ten days. The phones had software installed which performed Wi-Fi signal strength measurement scans about every two seconds. By pairing these measurements with knowledge of the access point locations at the hospital, we compute position estimates for each scan using the centroid lateration Wi-Fi positioning method [8] , which we evalutated to yield a median accuracy of 15m at the hospital [22] . The collected trajectory dataset, shown in Figure 6 , contains 1.5 million position estimates.
A. Route network reconstruction
To evaluate the route network reconstruction, we apply it to the hospital data in Figure 6 visually compare, in Figure 7 , its results (yellow) to the actual network as known from floor plans (red). A corresponding statistical evaluation is given in Table I which gives true and false positives as well as false negatives, both terms of number of instances, i.e. corridor segments, as well as in length in meter. Results are listed for different numbers b of modeled corridor directions. We also varied of the grid cell size parameter σ, varying it from 5m to 20m, but found its influence to be comparatively insignificant. Table I confirms the few false positives, i.e., reconstructed segments where no real corridor exists in the floor plans, many of which are caused by sudden erroneous jumps in the positioning. However, some also seem to be real (or virtual, resulting from strong access point reception) shortcuts between the buildings which are not represented in the floor plans.
The comparison of Figures 6 and 7 shows that corridors frequently traversed are reconstructed correctly. Missing reconstruction occurs mostly for short corridor segments close to the main corridors-which are thus hard to distinguish from (noisy) data from travels on the main corridors, or, more prominently, for corridors traversed only rarely. As such the reconstructed route network better represents the route network actually used by this group of employees, as a subset of the available route network. This may be desirable for analysis purposes, as important route network segments can be distinguished from the unused ones, e.g., when assessing which are acceptable to block during maintenance tasks.
A second quality measure for route network reconstruction is the accuracy of the placement of the reconstructed intersections. Its cumulative error distribution is shown in Figure  8 (left). The figure shows placement deviation from 36cm to 30m, with a median deviation of 3.9m. This results are comparable with the outdoor results by Fathi [11] , who achieve a intersection location accuracy of 4.6m when detecting road intersections based on GPS positions. This comparability of results is remarkable in so far as in Fathi's evaluation the positioning accuracy was much higher with around 4m, and also the hospitals' indoor route network is denser than outdoor road networks and thus harder to reconstruct without error.
In Figure 8 we illustrate by example the segmentation and mapping of trajectories to network segments, and the resulting benefits not only for reconstruction but also,e.g., for data cleaning and for detection of commonly used routes in the hospital. Despite significant noise, the segmentation algorithm nonetheless produces a proper mapping of sub-trajectories to corridors, here visualized in colors: The green part of the trajectory physically overlaps with the orange part; but this overlap is classified as noise, and not as a real movement between corridors. The pink part shows how the algorithm may performs mapping based on a very small amount of position estimates as obtained at high travel speeds.
B. Representative Trajectories
In this subsection, we investigate the accuracy of the representative trajectories-on which also both remaining deliverables, the deviation maps and the trajectory cleaning are based on. Figure 9 shows the median trajectories computed for every route network segment. It can be seen how the trajectory segmentation computation supplements the route network reconstruction, and vice versa: a few segments which were yet missing in the reconstructed route network, are now identified, e.g., the connecting corridor between the two parallel north-south-oriented buildings in the north-east corner.
The representative median trajectories for route network segments are much less noisy trajectory representations than the individual trajectories comprising them: Averaged over all route network segments, the sub-trajectories on a given route network segment are on average 1.69 times longer in travel than the median trajectory computed for that segment. We evaluated also the proximity of the median trajectories to their associated segments: Over all route network segments, the associated median trajectories exhibit a median distance of 1.11m. The is median distance is a less than a mere fourth of the median distance of 4.9m that the underlying raw trajectories exhibit. For comparison, when disabling various filters, e.g., clipping, the median distance raises to 1.21m; for average trajectories, in place of median trajectories, the median distance is 1.22m.
Some few of the computed median trajectories are significantly noisy or irregular. A comparison with the dataset shown in Figure 6 reveals that these correlate often with the locations where only small amounts of data have been collected. As the median trajectory computations require a representative set of trajectories, this is expected. Of note is also the method's behavior in case an intersection has been missed. Such an example has been marked in the figure by the blue circle. In this case, the resulting median trajectory, oblivious of the intersection, resembles an artificial path curving to the west, but does remain within the physical corridor network.
C. Deviation maps and trajectory cleaning
The local deviation map, given as the distance between the median trajectory and the corridor, can be of use, e.g., for post-hoc analysis of movements, or where to improve the positioning system (here: by placing an access point at the middle of the corridor), or to improve tracking future movement in real-time, e.g., for live navigation purposes. Figure 10 exemplifies the use of deviation maps, focusing on a median shown also in Figure 9 : Figure 10 (left) shows the corridor segment (black), the collected trajectories (yellow), and the computed median trajectory (blue). The positioning system's local bias for this corridor (black) is visible in the collected trajectory set (yellow) as well as in the resulting median trajectory (blue). Figure 10 (right) shows the trajectories with their individual positions are corrected according to the deviation map. While many of the original position estimates are biased towards north of the traversed corridor, in Figure  10 (right) the majority of the position estimates have been de-biased and are now much closer to the actual corridor. As a result, the median distance of 4.6m between the corridor and the original trajectory shrinks in this example case to a mere 1.8m. Deviation maps also facilitate the identification of outliers: In presence of a position bias, outliers cannot reliably be identified based solely on the distance from corridors. After applying the deviation maps, however, as the bias has been accounted for, outliers can be identified by their distance to the corridors. Alternatively, the representative trajectories may be used directly, in order to identify outliers relative to them.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented novel methods for analyzing and enhancing noisy trajectory sets, specifically from indoor environments, and for reconstructing the route network which underlies the movements represented by a given trajectory set. We evaluated these methods using a large data set of employees' movements within a hospital complex. The evaluation shows that our reconstruction is generally accurate. Secondly, our filter technique for computing median trajectories for movements on individual route parts provides less noisy and more realistic representatives for movements, and it helps revealing local biases in the given positioning system. Finally, we showed how to use the computed information and counter-act said biases by, among others, use of deviation maps.
Future work include the investigation of potential improvements, including a tighter, more iterative interlinking of our methods in order to deal with yet challenging situations such as small and infrequently traveled route network segments. Evaluations in differing environments and settings, e.g., shopping malls, trading fairs, and outdoor spaces, verify the generalisability of the proposed methods.
